
 

Octane SD-WAN 
Protect your business from outages, 

malicious actors and more. 
 
SD-WAN empowers you to build a fully redundant network to secure your 

business. 

Leveraging an international private network spanning across Oceania, North 

America and Asia, you are able to fully harness your very own internet with a 

customised routing solution that delivers world class results. 

 

Never experience downtime again 
 
Limitless Combinations 

ADSL + 4G? 5G + NBN? EFM + Wireless + Fibre? No problem! 

 

Any services you may have we can combine, aggregate speed (into one or many 

static IPs) and add lightning fast failover redundancy. 

 

Our SD-WAN specialises in taking existing technologies and building a 

bulletproof fully redundant and secure end to end solution. 

 

 

 

Affordable and configurable 
 
We can customize this solution to suit your specific security, performance or 

advanced WAN requirements. See the next page for some key features. 

 

We can do this because we have built our network using our own hardware and 

software stack from the ground up. We own the complete chain. 

 

As such, we and by extension you, are not held hostage to a supplier like Cisco, 

FortiGate, Telstra or Optus; forced to pay exuberant fees and hamstrung in what 

can be achieved. See comparison table below. 

 

 
 
 
Highlights: 

 
• Automatic protection from 

diverse threats, providing 

Layer 7 protection that is 

fully integrated with DDoS 

mitigation 
 
• Lightning-fast 0.3 ms 

failover time — Never 

experience a drop out, 

even on VoIP calls. 
 
• Full IPv6 support — 

Our solution provides you 

access to IPv6 services 

even when your underlying 

ISP does not. 
 
• Internet Highways — 

Experience significant 

speed and latency 

improvements with our 

bilateral open-peering 

agreements with other 

major vendors 

(Microsoft, AWS etc.) 

 

• Simple Deployment - 

Connecting our pre-

configured unit to your 

network border unit is all 

that’s required.

Provider Supplier Average 
Cost per 
Month 

Bandwidth Speed or 
Usage Limit 

Advanced 
WAN and 
Security 

Octane Octane $150 Unlimited Yes 
Macquarie VMWare $500 Yes (100 Mbps) No 
Telstra Cisco $500 Yes (100 Mbps) No 
Fusion IBM $200 Yes (100 Mbps and 200GB) No 
Optus Cisco $400 Yes (100 Mbps) No 



 

Octane SD-WAN 

 

Key Feature Benefit 

Security  
Attack Mitigation Attacks are dropped at our border, before they even reach your network. 

Achieved with Corero’s SmartWall appliances and custom solutions. 
Deep Traffic 
Analysis 

Normal day-to-day traffic can be profiled, such that any abnormal traffic (Attacks, Virus’, 
espionage, etc.) will be detected and alerts triggered. 

Full Audit Logging Full network audit logs kept (at request), allowing retracement of attacks, corporate 
espionage or other misuse. 

Strong Encryption Supports strong encryption to protect your data, with flexibility on algorithms used to 
balance between security and speed depending on your requirements. 

Advanced Filtering Block access to websites, anonymous proxies/VPNs, vendors or even entire countries at 
the border, they can’t see you and your users cannot access them. 

Redundancy  

Global Network Avoid congestion and increase redundancy by routing via our global network. 
We have no dependency on Optus, Telstra or others to backhaul your traffic 
internationally or domestically, we do it all ourselves. 

Automatic State 
Redundancy 

Each unit will fail-back on three different states domestically, allowing for close to zero 
downtime even in the case of a total state blackout or natural disaster. 

Open Peering Benefit from faster speeds and reduced latency with bilateral peering (two way direct 
connections) already in place between Amazon, Microsoft, Google and other major 
vendors. 

Administration  

High Availability Enjoy 100% uptime guarantee with financial compensation via SLA options. 

Self-Manage / Full 
Control 

Ability to hand off all management (Port forwarding etc.) to in-house IT teams or external 
MSPs, making use of your existing agreements or vendors. 

Modular / Pay For 
What You Use 

Features can be enabled or disabled as required, turning this product from a bandwidth 
aggregation solution to a total network and security SDN platform. 

Advanced WAN  

Site-to-site Linking Multiple locations can be linked together transparently, without the need of extra VPNs. 

Cloud Direct 
Connect 

Supports connecting you directly into your cloud based virtual networks (AWS VPC, 
Azure, Google etc.) 

Complete Flow 
Control 

Supports configurability of each link, uploads only go out via 4G and download only via 
ADSL for example. 

Native IPv6 Supports providing full native IPv6, even if your underlying ISPs do not support IPv6 or 
have placed you behind a CG-NAT connection. 

Split Tunnels Selective applications or traffic can be sent out different locations, allowing for reduced 
latency, bypassing of geo restrictions and more. 

Remote VPN Allow remote employees secure access to your network from our closest router, reducing 
latency and increasing security. 

BGP Supports BGP handoff over all redundant links, bring your own IPs with you. Even when 
spanning across multiple offices or remote sites. 

On-premises 
Software* Linking 

Share on-premises software securely across multiple sites. Other solutions will create flat 
networks (e.g. Printers in Melbourne can be accessed in Sydney), our solution will only 
share the intended software reducing attack surfaces drastically.  

*On-premises software is software that requires an on-premises server (MyOB, non-cloud Adobe suites, etc.) 


